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ABSTRACT

Recent interest in region based image coding has given rise
to graph coloring based partition encoding methods. These
methods are based on the four color theorem for planar graphs,
and assume that a coloring for a graph with the minimum
possible number of colors will result in the most compress-
ible representation. In this paper we show that this assump-
tion is wrong. We show that there exist graphs with chro-
matic numberk that can be colored withk+1 colors result-
ing in bitmaps representing image partitions which are more
compressible than the corresponding bitmaps generated us-
ing anyk coloring of the same graph. We conclude with
some conjectures on optimal coloring of weighted graphs.

1. INTRODUCTION

Region based image coding is an area that has seen tremen-
dous interest in recent years. One of the tools required for a
successful region based image encoding is an efficient im-
age partition encoding method. The classical method for
solving is problem is based on using chain codes [1, 2].
However as the number of regions in an image partition
increases, the performance of the chain coder goes down
rapidly. An interesting alternative approach to the partition
encoding problem is based on using lossless compression
methods on image bitmaps created by associating a single
color with all the pixels in a segment [3, 4].

The simplest way of constructing such a bitmap is to
assign to each pixel a color corresponding to the index of
the region to which it belongs. This piecewise constant
bitmap can be compressed using any of the conventional im-
age compression methods. The method while simple has an
obvious flaw. The average number of bits per pixel required
to store the image grows with the number of segments in the
image.

A closer look at the problem shows that we do not need
individual labels for each region, all that is really needed is
the ability to discriminate between adjacent regions in the
image. So perhaps we can do with fewer colors than the

number of distinct regions. This is the well known map
coloring problem in graph theory. In our case the maps are
restricted to a plane and the solution to this problem is the
well known Four Color Theorem [5].

The Four Color Theorem states that any planar graph
can be colored using four colors such that no two adjacent
vertices have the same color. Hence there exists a four color
image corresponding to the image partition which will allow
us to discriminate between any two regions. This represen-
tation places a hard upper bound of 2 bits per pixel on the
amount of space required to store it.

The existing work on using graph colorings for encod-
ing image partitions assumes that the minimum number of
colors required to efficiently color and compress a graph is
also the number of colors required to get the smallest rep-
resentation of the partition. In the following we shall show
that this is not the case. Graph theoretic minimality does not
correspond to information theoretic minimality.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In sec-
tion 2 we formally define our problem, define the notion of
entropy of a graph coloringand use it to contrast our prob-
lem with the standard graph coloring problem as studied in
graph theory. We then state and prove our main result. Sec-
tion 3 concludes with a discussion of our results and some
conjectures on optimal colorings of weighted graphs.

2. GRAPH COLORING AND ENTROPY

Formally the map coloring problem is formulated as a ver-
tex coloring problem on an unweighted graphG, where in-
dividual vertices of a graph represent regions in the map,
and edges between the vertices represent adjacency rela-
tions between the region. The minimum number of colors
required to color the vertices of a graphG such that no two
adjacent vertices have the same color is called the chromatic
number of the graph and is denoted byχ(G).

Now consider the weighted graphG, such that with each
vertexvi we associate a weightpi, which denotes the pro-
portion of image pixels in the corresponding region. Since
we are interested in using this coloring for compressing the



Fig. 1. A segmented image [6] and its four colored version.

bitmap, we are not interested in finding just any coloring
of the graph. We are interested in finding thatk−coloring
which will result in the most compressiblek−colored bitmap.
The entropy of the image is a measure of its compressibility.
Hence the entropy of a graph coloring is defined as:

H = −
k∑

i=1

Ci log Ci (1)

where

Ci =
N∑

j=i

pjδφ(j)i (2)

andφ(j) is the function that maps the set of integers{1, . . . , N}
representing the segments to the set of colors{1, . . . , k},
and δij is the Kronecker Delta. The lower the color en-
tropy the higher compression we will be able to get. Hence
the aim is to construct the coloring with the lowest possible
entropy. This is in contrast to the classical graph coloring
problem where we are interested in constructing an admis-
sible coloring with the fewest colors.

We begin with the following lemma.

Lemma 1. For all integersn > 1 there exists a graphG
with chromatic numberχ(G) = n and maximum indepen-

dent setI(G), such that the subgraph induced byG− I(G)
has chromatic numbern, i.e.χ(G− I(G)) = n.

Proof. The proof is trivial and can be demonstrated by con-
structing an example. Consider the complete graphKn. We
know thatχ(Kn) = n. Consider now a new graphG′ con-
structed as follows :

1. Addn2 vertices toKn.

2. Connect vertices{i∗n, . . . , (i+1)∗n−1} to theith

vertex ofKn.

The chromatic number ofG′ is still n. It can now be
trivially shown that the maximum independent set for the
graphG′ is the set ofn2 vertices inG′ −Kn, which in turn
proves the lemma.

This leads to our main result,

Theorem 1. For every integerk > 1 there exist graphs
with chromatic numberk, such that the minimum entropy
coloring uses more thank colors.

Proof. By Lemma 1 we know there exists a graph such that
removing the maximum independent set from it does not



Fig. 2. The graphG′ for k = 3

reduce its chromatic number. LetG be such an unweighted
graph. LetI(G) denote the maximum independent set of
G. We will now associate weights with the vertices ofG and
show that there exists ak+1-coloring that has entropy lower
than the best (minimum entropy)k-coloring ofG. We shall
do this by showing that the entropy of thek + 1−coloring
is bounded above by a lower bound on the entropy of the
minimum entropyk−coloring.

For an arbitrary0 < ε < 1, label each vertex inI(G)
with weight1− ε/|I(G)|, label the remaining vertices with
the weightε/|G − I(G)|. Now color all vertices inI(G)
with the colork + 1. The rest of the vertices can be colored
usingk colors independent of the vertices inI(G). Now in
the worst case (entropy wise), all the vertices will be equally
distributed amongst the remainingk colors, resulting in the
maximum entropy. LetHk+1(G) denote the entropy of this
k + 1 coloring.

Hk+1(G) = −[(1− ε) log(1− ε) +
k∑

i=1

ε

k
log(

ε

k
)]

= −[(1− ε) log(1− ε) + ε log(
ε

k
)] (3)

(4)

Now we consider the minimum entropyk-coloring. Since
the removal of the setI(G) does not reduce the chromatic
number, anyk-coloring of the graphG will have at least
one vertexx ∈ I(G) with color different from the rest of
the vertices inI(G). Hence the lowest entropyk−coloring

will result when|I(G)| − 1 vertices are colored1, the rest
except fork−2 vertices are colored2. The remainingk−2
colors are assigned one vertex each. In the followingHk(G)
denotes the color entropy of thisk−coloring.α denotes the
size of the independent set|I(G)| andβ denotes the size of
the induced subgraph|G− I(G)|.

Hk(G) = −
[(

(1− ε)(1− 1
α

)
)

log
(

(1− ε)(1− 1
α

)
)

+(
1− ε

α
+ ε− ε(k − 2)

β

)
log

(
1− ε

α
+ ε− ε(k − 2)

β

)
+

k−2∑
i=1

ε

β
log

(
ε

β

)]

= −
[(

(1− ε)(1− 1
α

)
)

log
(

(1− ε)(1− 1
α

)
)

+(
1− ε

α
+ ε− ε(k − 2)

β

)
log

(
1− ε

α
+ ε− ε(k − 2)

β

)
+

(k − 2)ε
β

log
(

ε

β

)]
≥ −

[(
(1− ε)(1− 1

α
)
)

log
(

(1− ε)(1− 1
α

)
)

+

(k − 2)ε
β

log
(

ε

β

)]
(5)

The left hand side takes extremal values forε = 0, 1,
hence

Hk(G) ≥ max

{
−

(
1− 1

α

)
log

(
1− 1

α

)
,−k − 2

β
log

(
1
β

)}
(6)

Sinceε was chosen arbitrarily we can always chooseε to
be sufficiently small so thatHk+1 is smaller than the lower
bound onHk. Hence the graphG with the above weight
structure has a lower entropy withk +1 colors than the best
k-coloring.

For instance, for the graph in figure 2 for values ofε ≤
0.1 a four colouring as described above will give a lower
entropy than the best three coloring.

3. DISCUSSION

Theorem 1 proves that even though the chromatic number
of an unweighted graph isk, the minimum number of col-
ors required to achieve the lowest entropy maybe more than
k. This has some interesting implication and raises some
interesting questions.



1. In our proof we have only shown that there exist graphs
for which the optimal number of colors that mini-
mizes entropy is larger than the chromatic number of
the graph. The issue of determining the optimal op-
timal number of colors which will minimize the en-
tropy remains open.

2. We are not aware of any work on finding colorings
that will explicitly reduce the color entropy. We con-
jecture that this problem is NP-Hard. To this end we
conjecture that the following algorithm will find the
minimum entropy coloring for the graphG.

index=1
while V (G) 6= φ do

X = MaxWeightedIndependentSet(G)
Color(X) = index
index = index+1
G = G−X

end while

Indeed if the above above greedy algorithm is op-
timal, the problem will be trivially NP-Hard, since
identifying the Maximum Independent Set on an un-
weighted graph is an NP-Complete problem [7].

We believe further work in using map coloring for par-
tition compression should focus on settling the above two
questions.
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